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in the last two years aevortu. u u m w n •>.

•the nonlinear tf -models (sad Q'^ modtsls) So foui* dissensions using

fialde with valuea 1B Stiefel (or Graasmarm) manifolds. We recall that

the elements of the Stiefel manifold ffV^ (H> n) oan be described by

H x n matrices <t> with real ( P= B), complex ( IF- C) or quaternionlo

t to u) entries, obeying the constraint <r$ • 1 (where <fr*a 4* and the

bar denotes the respective conjugation). The p V ^ are homogeneous

spaces of "unitary" groupsi iBY^ « O(fl)/O(H-n), CV^ - U(H)/U(S-n)»

STjto = Sp(N)/Sp(H-n).

There have been proposed several ways of carrying out this general-

ization. We shall follow the authors [3,4,71 who generalise the Skyrae

model [8] using the Tang-Mills euclidean action»

where YJI curvature tensor and connection are composite fields construe•*

( 2 a )

(2b)

-valued 4> .The Skyrme nodal corresponds to the case of HV.

The action (1) is Hn(»O(n),U(n),Sp(n))- gauge Invariant (for

ft m R, C, K, respectively). Indeed, let h(x)£UQ, i.e. h(x) is a

nxa natrix with entries belonging to iR ( C, U) and obeying h(x)+h(x)>

a !_„ Then under the transformation

' (3a)

?... is gauge o ovariant £ . + s •

^ ^ (3b)

The gsneraliaation to (1) we propose is to add a Hlggs field f «

Sanely our series of models is given by

< . -1 [i\ ir L L - fi'* ̂ (^A&f) + 5 [</'* Vw , (4a)
where <f(x) belongs to the Lie algebra w n of H and

r]. (4b)
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The action (4a) is H n - gauge invariant tinder (3a) and

^(x) — > h(x)+ if(x)h(x). (This restricts the possible choices of W )

The equations of motion for (4a) (taking into account the constraint

&$* 1,) are:

u<-i&-°- (5b)

Note that In the noncomposite Yang-Milla-Higgs (YMH) oaee the counter-

part of (5a) is

££,•&*,«]-* (5o)
In thlo letter we start *he investigation of the models (4a>

with- their classical atatio versions, i.e. with fields independent

of x4. For static fields the aotion functional (4a) la replaced by

the energy functional:

E - 4 JJU
We introduce the composite "magnetic" field

basis 1^ of the Lie algebra ^ n w l t h

I - <6>
and

S » I B ? etc. Then in analogy with the nonoonposite YJCB oaee we

have <cf. [9]). & - * (j\ V[«) - } jV'* [£ F< ]

>

In (7) we assume that B is finite which implies as in a usual spon-

taneously broken YMH theory

c> = 1> (8b)

and the boundary value of <f minimizes T. A simple way to realize (8a)

for our models is to require

$ »0 , A-m,-, "[ *-<,.-,* • (9)

Then we may say that the rest of <P goes into a matrix of the corre-

sponding gauge group

(10)

Following the analogy with the monopole case we conclude that

in the "Praoad-Sommerfield" limit i —* 0 (cf. [10]), the energy of a

configuration fulfilling (8) is minimal provided the "Bogomol'ny"

equation (of.. [11 ])

ia satisfied. Combining (11) with the Bianchi identities (which look

like as in the statio YJ(H case)
+ 1%,*! s0 > (12a)

we can see that every solution of (11) satisfies not only the static

version of (5a,b) with } -0

V&y =0 , Ci3b)

but also the static counterpart of the more restrictive equation (5c)

An important conclusion now follows that for fixed gauge group H n

every minimal energy solution of (11) with arbitrary g provides a

minimal energy solution of the Y1CH model with the same gauge group

U . One may speoulate that this arbitrariness could be appropriate

to accommodate the multi-aonopole solutions.

In this way one possible outcome of our models may be to facili-

tate the search for the multi-monopole solutions and for the explicit

parametrisation of their degrees of freedom. This approach seems an

appropriate adaptation of the ADUH [121 molti-lnstanton construction

to the monopole case, fe stress the importance of the Higgs field

since the models with aotion (1) do not have static self-dual monspoie

soiutiona- . Indeed, for the statio version of these models

5 k + - 0 and the self-duality equation 7rr m t*f^ i ± j ^ , ^ F^ leads

to F̂ , - 0. (Analogously the models (4a) do not possess (in the limit

\—*0) solutions of the dyon type

and Ak into the pure gauge (6a).



Ia the approach outlined above work is in progress in the ftivN1

case. She choice ia motivated by the fact that the gauge group is

Sp(1)S SU(2),the latter being the only group for whioh ttte existence

of multi-monopole solutions ia proved [14 1 (although no explicit

solutions are given). We ehall illustrate our programme;*y repr«*»4*e

the Bogomol'ny-Prasad-Sonmterfield (BPS) monopole [10,111. For that

it is enough to consider MY P 1. We take

(14)

where C ia the constant in (8b) and rQ ia an arbitrary positive

constant; q. are the quaternionic units, qk =• -i^s "fc are the Pauli

matrices. Tne expressions ia (14) satisfy (11) (witn upper sign)-and

have the correct asymptotic behaviour according to (8b), (9) and

- •

Moreover the composite oonneotion equals

)U - **r«u« - j w% ft -
siiich together with the expression for ̂ a in (14) constitutes the

w«ll known result of BPS. (We note that in the approach identifying

(f with A. the BPS monopole may be obtained by generalising the ASHM

construction to a Hilbert apaoe of one-component quaternion-valued

functions [15 I*)

Itote

After this letter was completed ¥e learned that several authors [l6]

independently found explicit axially and mirror symnetric superimposed multi-

monopole solutions using the Atiyah-Ward ansatz [17] and related Baoklund

tranaformations. The connection of these results to our programme (vhich is

not restricted by axial and mirror symmetry) is not yet clear and is related

to the long standing problem of connecting the Atijrah-Ward ansatz and the

ADHM construction for instantona.
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